Abstract. We prove that the zeros of a family of extremal modular forms interlace, settling a question of Nozaki. Additionally, we show that the zeros of almost all forms in a basis for the space of weakly holomorphic modular forms of weight k for SL 2 (Z) interlace on most of the lower boundary of the fundamental domain.
Introduction and Main Results
A natural question in studying functions of a complex variable is to determine the location of the zeros of a function; an especially interesting case occurs when the locations of the zeros follow a strong pattern. Many modular forms have zeros satisfying such properties. The most well-known such result comes from F. Rankin and Swinnerton-Dyer [8] , who proved that all zeros of the classical Eisenstein series in the standard fundamental domain F lie on the circular arc A = e iθ :
on the lower boundary of F . When two functions have zeros that lie on the same arc, we say that the zeros of two functions interlace if every zero of one function is contained in an open interval whose endpoints are zeros of the other function, and each such interval contains exactly one zero. Gekeler conjectured that the Eisenstein series E k (z) satisfy such interlacing properties in [3] , and Nozaki [7] proved that the zeros of E k (z) interlace with the zeros of E k+12 (z) by improving the bounds used by Rankin and Swinnerton-Dyer. For the modular function j n (z) given by the action of the nth Hecke operator on j(z) − 744, Jermann [6] extended work of Asai, Kaneko, and Ninomiya [1] to prove that the zeros of j n (z) interlace with the zeros of j n+1 (z). In this paper, we prove interlacing for a family of holomorphic modular forms for SL 2 (Z), all of whose zeros in F lie on the arc A.
Denote by M k the space of holomorphic modular forms of weight k, and write M Theorem 1.3. Let ǫ > 0 and fix m ≥ 0 (resp. k ∈ Z). Then the zeros of f k,m (z) interlace with the zeros of f k+12,m (z) (resp. f k,m+1 (z)) on the arc
for k (resp. m) large enough.
As the methods used in the proof of Theorem 1.2 do not entirely apply to the case in which m is nonzero, they do not give interlacing on all of A, although preliminary computations suggest that such interlacing generally holds. We leave this as an open problem.
Background
We begin by defining some notation. The standard fundamental domain for SL 2 (Z) is
Let E 0 = 1, and for even integers k ≥ 4 let E k (z) be the usual weight k Eisenstein series
where B k is the kth Bernoulli number and σ k−1 (n) = d|n d k−1 . We let E 4 (z) 3 − E 6 (z) 2 = q − 24q 2 + 252q 3 − 1472q 4 + · · · .
With this notation, the basis elements f k,m (z) can be explicitly constructed as
where F (j) is a polynomial in j(z) of degree ℓ + m such that f k,m (z) has the correct Fourier expansion.
The proof of Theorem 1.1 in [2] depends on integrating a generating function for the f k,m (z) to obtain
where r = e 2πiτ and C is a counterclockwise circle in the r-plane centered at 0 with sufficiently small radius. We fix z = e iθ for some θ in the interval I = (
. The overlap of the two intervals is necessary to obtain interlacing of the zeros. Applying the Residue Theorem and taking absolute values as in [2] , we obtain
Note that for any modular form g of weight k, the function e ikθ 2 g(e iθ ) is real-valued for θ ∈ I, so the left-hand sides of (1) and (2) are absolute values of real-valued functions of θ. Thus, these inequalities give approximations for the modular forms f k,m (z) by the trigonometric function 2 cos kθ 2 − 2πm cos θ , whose zeros are proved to interlace in the next section. To prove Theorem 1.2, we show that the right-hand sides of equations (1) and (2) are exponentially decaying functions in the weight k, preserving the interlacing for k sufficiently large. To prove interlacing in the first interval is straightforward. On the other hand, the additional residue term in the second interval shifts the zeros of G k (z) away from the zeros of the cosine function, necessitating more care. Computing the interlacing of the zeros of the G k (z) for all smaller k proves interlacing for all k ≥ 4.
The proof of Theorem 1.3 proceeds along similar lines, using the fact that the right-hand sides of (1) and (2) are also exponentially decaying in m.
Interlacing for Cosine Functions
In this section, we show that the cosine functions obtained in the residue calculation have zeros that interlace. We define (3) b(θ) = kθ 2 − 2πm cos θ.
As we deal with variants of b(θ) in which k is replaced by k + 12 or m by m + 1, we similarly define
When it is clear from context, we write b * (θ) to mean either b k+12 (θ) or b m+1 (θ). Note that cos(b * (θ)) has one more zero in I than does cos(b(θ)). We first prove that the zeros of cos(b(θ)) and cos(b * (θ)) interlace on I. Proof. It is clear that to have interlacing the following four conditions are sufficient:
• The first zero in I belongs to cos(b * (θ)).
• The last zero in I belongs to cos(b * (θ)).
• The zeros of cos(b * (θ)) and cos(b(θ)) in I are never equal.
• Between two consecutive zeros of cos(b * (θ)) there is exactly one zero of cos(b(θ)). We prove each of these assertions in turn. It is helpful to work with
, so cos(b k+12 (θ)) and cos(b k+12 (θ) − 3π) have the same zeros. At the endpoints of I, we have
By taking derivatives, we see that b * (θ) and b(θ) are monotonically increasing on I for m ≥ |ℓ| − ℓ, and that b ′ (θ) < b ′ * (θ) for all θ ∈ I. Thus, equations (6) and (7) imply that for all θ ∈ I, we have
, the first zeros of cos(b(θ)) and cos(b * (θ)) on I occur when b(θ) and b * (θ) are equal to π by (8) and (9), so the first zero of cos(b * (α)) occurs before the first zero of cos(b(α)). This proves the first of the assertions.
The proof of the second assertion follows similarly, though we must make adjustments depending on k ′ . To see that the zeros cannot be equal, we set cos(b(θ)) = cos(b * (θ)) = 0; equality can only hold for θ not in I.
There can be at most one zero of cos(b(θ)) between any two consecutive zeros of cos(b * (θ)); otherwise, b(θ) must increase faster than b * (θ) between the zeros, a contradiction. Let α 1 , α 2 be two consecutive zeros of b m+1 (θ), so that
for some integer n. Applying (9) shows that b(α 1 ) < In showing interlacing for the f k,m (z), we will need bounds on the distances between the zeros of the approximating cosine functions. The following proposition gives a preliminary estimate on the distances between zeros. 
Proof. This follows from bounding
Note that the condition on m means that this derivative is always positive. As θ moves from one zero of cos(b(θ)) to the next, b(θ) must increase by π; the lower bound on the derivative gives an upper bound on the distance between zeros.
We use Proposition 3.2 to prove a stronger result. The lemma is clearly true when cos(b(θ)) has only one zero in I, and is an immediate consequence of the following proposition.
Proposition 3.4. Suppose that m ≥ |ℓ| − ℓ and let α 1 , α 2 , α 3 be three consecutive zeros of cos(b * (θ)) in I and β 1 , β 2 be two consecutive zeros of cos(b(θ)) in I such that
This proposition says that as we examine an increasing sequence of intervals whose endpoints are zeros of cos(b * (θ)), the zero of cos(b(θ)) in each interval moves farther from the left-hand side of the interval and closer to the right-hand side of the interval.
Proof. We begin in the case where we increase k by 12 by comparing the derivatives b
increases by π on (α 1 , α 2 ) and on (α 2 , α 3 ) and b(θ) increases by π on (β 1 , β 2 ), we conclude that α 2 − α 1 < β 2 − β 1 and α 3 − α 2 < β 2 − β 1 , giving the desired inequalities. If m > 0, then b ′ k+12 (θ) and b ′ (θ) are both decreasing functions of θ, as sin θ goes from 1 to
has decreased by at least 6 on the interval (θ, θ + ǫ). Since b ′′ k+12 (θ) = 2πm cos θ is bounded below by −mπ on I, this can happen only if ǫ > 6 mπ . Since β 1 < α 2 < β 2 , by Proposition 3.2 it is clear that
To prove that α 2 − β 1 > α 3 − β 2 , we show that β 2 − β 1 > α 3 − α 2 . We have
If k ≥ 0, this is less than
Noting that b k+12 (θ) and b k (θ) increase by π on the appropriate intervals as before, we conclude that
We now handle the case in which we increase m by 1. We begin by noting that
and Proposition 3.2 gives an upper bound on α 3 − α 1 of
, and
− 1, which is always true when m ≥ |ℓ| − ℓ. When this condition on m holds, b
, and both b m+1 (θ) and b(θ) increase by π on the appropriate intervals, so we get the desired inequalities.
Proof of Theorem 1.2
Recall that Theorem 1.2 is a statement about G k (z) = f k,0 (z), so we use Lemmas 3.1 and 3.3, when needed, with m = 0. We proceed in two cases, depending on the value of θ.
Suppose that θ ∈ ( , we have
Together, for θ and x in the appropriate ranges, these give
Duke and the first author proved that for θ ∈ I,
Taking (1), (10), and (11) together shows that
Using the relation k = 12ℓ+k ′ , it is clear that ℓ ≥ k−14 12
, so we define C(k) = 2.97(.66713)
12 . We see that C(k) ≥ 2.97(.66713) ℓ . We now compute how far the zeros of G k (e iθ ) can stray from the zeros of 2 cos
for some constant C < 2, and let α satisfy 2 cos and the θ-axis. Therefore, if β is a point at which the value of the line is ±C, then |β − α| > ε. The absolute value of the slope of the line is ) has a zero in I. When k ≡ 2 (mod 4), we see that kθ 2 must increase by π before a zero occurs. Replacing C with C(k), we solve the inequality
, which is true when k ≥ 118. This means that when k ≥ 118, the zeros of G k (z), G k+12 (z) differ from the zeros of cos(b(θ)), cos(b * (θ)) by an amount which is less than half the minimum distance between zeros of cos(b * (θ)) and cos(b(θ)). The zeros of G k (z) and G k+12 (z) therefore lie in disjoint, interlacing intervals, and must interlace on ( π 2
). The method of the previous case must be modified, as we are dealing with a different approximating function for G k (z), given by
We require the following lemma. 
))
−k does not change the order of the zeros. The function
In using Nozaki's lemmas we may simply take R k (θ) = 0.
The term (2 cos(
θ 2
))
−k is monotonically increasing, is very small for smaller θ, and tends rapidly to 1 for θ close to . This residue term shifts the zeros of G k (z) away from the zeros of cos(b(θ)), but for large k the effect is negligible unless θ is very near . As before, we need a lower bound on the distance between the zeros of H k (θ) and H k+12 (θ). An easily adapted lemma from Nozaki ( [7] , Lemma 4.1) shows that for a zero α * of 2 cos( kθ 2 ) and the corresponding zero α of H k (θ), we have
. This fact follows from the observations that |2 cos(
))| = 1 and 0 < (2 cos( 
−k < 1 for θ ∈ I. We will use this fact frequently to estimate quantities involving zeros of H k (θ).
Let α denote a zero of H k (θ) and β an adjacent zero of H k+12 (θ). There are two cases to consider: intervals of the type (β, α), and intervals of the type (α, β). We will obtain lower bounds on the length of intervals of both types.
Consider first the (β, α) intervals. We may view these essentially as intervals defined by zeros of 2 cos( . We proceed by cases, according to the congruence class of k (mod 12). Suppose that k ′ = 0, so that k = 12ℓ. We solve
to find the smallest n such that
is a zero of 2 cos(
), and similarly find the next zero of 2 cos( kθ 2
). If ℓ is even, then the distance between these cosine zeros is
while if ℓ is odd, then the interval has length 7π 12
Therefore, by Proposition 3.4 and (13), a lower bound on the length of a (β, α) interval is given by
which is positive for all k > 0. This argument works for each value of k ′ . We have the following lower bounds for intervals of (β, α) type:
The method for handling the (β, α) intervals cannot be easily adapted for (α, β) intervals, so we use a different approach. Our general strategy of proof involves the function
, we show that this function is monotonically increasing or decreasing on the interval (α, β). We then obtain a lower bound on |H k+12 (α)| + |H k (β)|, which gives the change in the value of this function over the interval, and use the trivial bound on the derivative of H k (θ) + H k+12 (θ) given by
to find a lower bound for β − α. On the other hand, if
, we may simply use π 3k as a lower bound.
To see that H k (θ) + H k+12 (θ) is monotonic on the interval (α, β) when β − α < π 3k
, we note that the interval (α, β) is contained in the interval (α * − 2π 3k
, α * + 2π 3k
). On this larger interval, the absolute value of the derivative of 2 cos ; this value is at most (.142)k. Thus, the derivative of the cosine term dominates in the interval, and H k (θ) is monotonic; it follows that H k (θ) + H k+12 (θ) is monotonic on (α, β).
We now bound
. There are three cases to consider, based on the value of k ′ mod 12, since the behavior of H k (θ) depends heavily on k ′ . In each case there are two subcases, since for this type of interval, the zeros of H k (θ) and H k+12 (θ) both shift to the left or both shift to the right from the zeros of 2 cos( are increasing at consecutive zeros, so that the zeros are shifted to the left by adding the extra term. For any γ with α < γ < β, a lower bound on |H k+12 (α)| + |H k (β)| is given by
for all θ ∈ I. By trigonometric identities this is equal to 4 sin(3γ) sin(
). The function 4 sin(3θ) sin(
) has zeros on I at 2π k+6
− n), where n is a nonnegative integer. In this case, with the zeros shifted left, n is even. On the other hand, the zeros of 2 cos(
, with n ≤ k−12 24
. Given this restriction on n, it is straightforward to confirm that
implying that the zeros α and β of H k (θ) and H k+12 (θ) both lie between the same two zeros of 4 sin(3θ) sin(
). When the zeros α, β of H k (θ) and H k+12 (θ) are shifted left, then the zero
is greater than β. Because of the parity of n, the derivative of 4 sin(3θ) sin(
is negative at
, implying that the function is positive on all of (α, β) and that a lower bound on 4 sin(3γ) sin(
) is given by
which simplifies to
With the condition n ≤ k−12 24
, we find that
and since n is even this implies sin(
. Therefore, a lower bound on |H k+12 (α)| + |H k (β)| when α, β are shifted left is given by sin 3π k + 12 , since sin(
) is increasing in n.
Now suppose that α, β are shifted right. Then a lower bound on |H k+12 (α)| + |H k (β)| is given by H k+12 (γ) − H k (γ) for some α < γ < β. Ignoring for the moment the exponential terms, we find a lower bound on 2 cos(
) by arguing as above to replace γ by
. Inserting this for θ in the function −4 sin(3θ) sin(
) and simplifying as before, we have −4 sin 2(3n + 1)π k + 12 sin (k + 6)(3n + 1)π 3(k + 12) .
Because n is now odd, we find that −4 sin(
) > 1, so this is bounded beneath by sin(
2(3n+1) k+12
). Now we consider the term (2 cos(
−k is increasing on I and 1 − (2 cos( θ 2 )) −12 is decreasing on I, an upper bound on the absolute value of −(2 cos(
These two lower bounds, along with (15), give a lower bound on β − α for k ≡ 0, 6 (mod 12) of the smaller of π 3k
and B 0,6 (k) = 1 4k + 24 sin 3π
It is not difficult to verify the positivity of B 0,6 (k). Comparing B 0,6 (k) with the appropriate quantities from (14), we find that B 0,6 (k) is indeed a lower bound on the zero distance. We saw earlier that near zeros of
. If it is true that e ikθ/2 G k (e iθ ) − H k (θ) < C, then this gives an upper bound on the distance a zero of
. Performing calculations as in the case where θ ∈ ( π 2 , 1.9], we may take C to be 2.24(.44) (k−6)/12 . We then solve the inequality 2.24(.44) (k−6)/12 20 7k
which holds for k ≥ 102.
Case 2: k ′ = 4, 10. This and the following case follow very similarly to the one above. Again we find that α, β lie between two zeros of 4 sin(3θ) sin( Comparing our results from the two intervals, we find that the zeros of G k (z) interlace with the zeros of G k+12 (z) on the lower boundary of the fundamental domain for k ≥ 128. We have confirmed computationally that the zeros interlace for k ≤ 140, and we have an appropriate intersection between our two intervals since Proposition 3.2 implies that this intersection contains at least two zeros when k ≥ 94. It follows that the zeros of G k (z) and G k+12 (z) interlace on the lower boundary of the fundamental domain.
Proof of Theorem 1.3
For convenience we restate Theorem 1.3. Theorem 1.3. Let ǫ > 0, and fix m ≥ 0 (resp. k ∈ Z). Then the zeros of f k,m (z) interlace with the zeros of f k+12,m (z) (resp. f k,m+1 (z)) on the arc
Our proof follows the outlines of the proof above; the most significant differences involve the lower bounds on the distances between zeros. We take linear approximations to b(θ) and b * (θ) and use those approximations to derive lower bounds on the distance between zeros. We require the hypotheses for Lemma 3.3 to hold; we then need only find such a bound near θ = π 2 and θ = . Taking the first order Taylor series approximation for
When we increase k by 12, the linear approximations to b(θ) and b k+12 (θ) have the same error term.
. Note that R m (θ) is increasing and positive on I, since b(θ) is concave down. Let α 1 , α 2 be the first zeros of cos(L k+12,m (θ)), cos(L k,m (θ)) in I, respectively, and let β 1 , β 2 be the first zeros on I of cos(b k+12 (θ)), cos(b(θ)). We then have, for integers n 1 and n 2 ,
Now we find the slopes of the lines between (α 1 , b k+12 (α 1 )) and (β 1 , b k+12 (β 1 )), (α 2 , b(α 2 )) and (β 2 , b(β 2 )), and apply the Mean Value Theorem. The slope can be taken to be the value of the derivative at a point in the interval, and by the proof of Proposition 3.4 the derivative of 2 cos(b * (θ)) is greater than the derivative of 2 cos(b(θ)) in the appropriate intervals for k large enough. Thus, for large k we have that
which implies β 2 − α 2 > β 1 − α 1 . This in turn implies that β 2 − β 1 > α 2 − α 1 , so the distance between the zeros of cos(L k,m (θ)) and cos(L k+12,m (θ)) is less than the distance between the zeros of cos(b(θ)) and cos(b k+12 (θ)). Computing the distance between the zeros of cos(L k,m (θ)), cos(L k+12,m (θ)) we get a lower bound of
for the distance between zeros near θ = , we see that the first zero of 2 cos(b(θ)) in I is less than π(2+k+4πm) 2(k+4πm)
. Thus, a lower bound on the distance between the first zeros of 2 cos(b(θ)) and 2 cos(b m+1 (θ)) is given by , and find that the lower bound between zeros, whether we increase k or increase m, is given by a decreasing rational function in k and m. Now we pick ǫ > 0, which is fixed for the remainder of the proof. From equations (1) and (2) and the proof of Theorem 1.1 we obtain − ǫ. We do so by comparing the bounds for the two different intervals and choosing our bound to be larger than both of them. Note that each term of the right side is exponentially decaying in both m and k.
Suppose more generally that |e ikθ 2 e −2πm sin θ f k,m (e iθ ) − 2 cos kθ 2 − 2πm cos θ | < D. We want to derive an upper bound in terms of D on the distance a zero of f k,m (e iθ ) can be from a zero of 2 cos(b(θ)). We will do this by bounding from beneath the absolute value of the derivative of 2 cos(b(θ)) on intervals around each of its zeros. If D is small enough, the zeros of f k,m (e iθ ) must lie in these intervals, and we may argue as in the proof of Theorem 1.2 to obtain a bound involving an exponentially decaying quantity.
Suppose that 2 cos(b(α * )) = 0 for some α * . We calculate that is an insufficient change in absolute value for 2 cos(b(θ)) to reach an extreme. Thus we consider the interval (α * − π 2(|k|+4πm)
, α * + π
2(|k|+4πm)
). Standard formulas give sin b α * ± π 2(|k| + 4πm)
= sin x cos y ± cos x sin y,
